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It’s never too late to
slim your stomach.
Here’s how you can do it

F

at any age

orget how many candles you blew out
on your last birthday. Whatever your age,
the rules for getting a flat tum stay the
same: core strength exercises and belly
fat burning. ‘You can’t target stomach fat loss
specifically, you have to reduce body fat generally
– burning more calories than you consume,’
explains personal trainer Chris Hall. Increasing
core strength will make the area look tighter too.
Different challenges will be thrown up throughout
the decades though. Here’s how to tackle them.

IN YOUR 40s
DOSE UP ON DAIRY
‘Eat three low-fat portions of dairy a day
to aid weight loss, especially around the
stomach,’ says Chloe. It will protect your
bones, too.

THAT’S NEAT
‘As you approach menopause, oestrogen
levels drop, causing you to store fat around
your middle,’ says Chris. Anything that tots
up your total calorie burn is a must. ‘Non
Exercise Activity Thermogenesis (NEAT) is
calories burned through daily activities – it’s
surprising how this can add up.’
30 mins cooking = 64 cals
30 mins vigorous cleaning = 95 cals
30 mins walking at good pace = 105 cals
30 mins painting a room = 153 cals

Drink up

Hormonal changes
around the menopause
can cause bloating,
scuppering efforts of a
flat tum. But dodging
dehydration can
help diminish it.
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IN YOUR 30s
YOUR QUICK BELLY BLITZ
From your 30s onwards, your
metabolism slows. ‘This may be down to
losing muscle mass as you age, as
greater muscle mass means more
calories burned at rest,’ explains Chris.
But a bigger problem seems to be
manic schedules. HIIT (high intensity
interval training) is your friend for
torching fat in limited time. ‘HIIT can help
reserve lean muscle tissue, suppress
appetite and increase calories you burn
post-exercise.’
● Cycle flat out on a bike against

resistance for 20 seconds
● Recover for 2 minutes by
cycling gently on low resistance
● Repeat x 5

BABY BELLY 101
Had a baby? Avoid intense ab work
for at least three months. ‘Instead,
breathe deeply into your stomach,
inflating it like a balloon, then
breathe out, slowly deflating it.
Repeat 5-10 times, twice a day. It
can really impact core strength,’
says Chris.

50s+
PROTEIN
POWER
‘Muscle mass often
decreases during or
after the menopause,
reducing required
energy intake (as
greater muscle mass
means more calories
burned at rest),’
says Chloe. ‘Eating
protein, along with
exercise, can help
preserve muscle
mass, and help you
feel fuller for longer.’

TRY THESE SWAPS

Plain yogurt (5g White rice (2g Runner beans
protein/100g)
protein/100g) (2g protein/100g)
FOR

FOR

Greek yogurt (9g Quinoa (4g
protein/100g)
protein/100g)

PERFECT POSTURE
‘Posture can worsen with age,
causing your stomach to stick out,’
explains Chris. Try these tips:
Sit tall ‘Don’t rest against the chair
back. Sit straight at the edge to
engage and strengthen core.’
Seated back bend ‘Sitting on a
chair (with a back that cuts across
just below your shoulder blades),
place hands on the back of your

FOR

Peas (5g
protein/100g)

head. Lean backwards over your
chair as far as you can without
discomfort. Repeat 10 times to
keep spine and shoulders mobile.’
Band pull-aparts Hold a
resistance band in your hands, with
arms straight out in front of you, at
chin height, thumbs pointing down.
Bend elbows out to side, bringing
hands in towards your face, while
pulling band as far apart as you can.

Health
Live well

BS
CLOCK YOUR
CAFFEINE
Caffeine could be disrupting your
sleep – and your waistline. ‘Studies
reveal those who don’t sleep enough
tend to gain more weight, especially
around their waist,’ says British
Dietetic spokesperson Chloe Miles.
Coffee
‘Caffeine levels will peak in
am
your bloodstream after 15-45
minutes, then reduce by 50% 5-6
hours later, so should be long gone
by bedtime,’ says Chloe.
Black tea
This has half the caffeine of
am
instant coffee, so switch for a
subtler buzz.
Herbal tea
Trouble sleeping? ‘Avoid
pm
caffeine from mid-afternoon
as it can take over 10 hours to pass
out of your system,’ explains Chloe.
Chamomile tea
‘Go for caffeine-free
pm
chamomile tea, traditionally
been used to aid sleep,’ says Chloe.
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is key in any decade.
Working out your mid-section
of Zero Gravity Pilates
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Keep up the tummy
toning moves
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